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Vumetric Cybersecurity

External Pen Testing for IT Services
Company

PROJECT DETAILS

A Cybersecurity

B Oct. - Dec. 2021

C Less than $10,000

D
"They were able to identify low and high
risks and provided clear details and
solutions."

PROJECT SUMMARY

Vumetric Cybersecurity conducted an external

pen testing audit for an IT services company.

They provided recommendations and completed

a comprehensive report after a thorough

investigation.

PROJECT FEEDBACK

Vumetric Cybersecurity

successfully identified the

risks and aided them. They

had a smooth workflow during

the engagement, and their

dedication to safeguarding the

client's infrastructure was

remarkable.
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Vumetric Cybersecurity

The Client

Please describe your company and your position
there.

IT Manager

The Challenge

For what projects/services did your company hire
Vumetric Cybersecurity?

External Pen Testing evaluation, reporting and recommendations

E IT Manager, IT
Services Company

G IT Services

H 51-200 Employees

F Quebec, Canada

CLIENT RATING

5.0
Overall Score

Quality: 5.0

Schedule: 4.5

Cost: 5.0

Would Refer: 5.0
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The Approach

How did you select this vendor and what were the
deciding factors?

Well known canadian company

Describe the project in detail and walk through the
stages of the project.

They performed a thorough external pen testing audit, answered all

of our question and finished with an excellent report.

The Outcome

Can you share any outcomes from the project that
demonstrate progress or success?

They were able to identify low and high risks and provided clear

details and solutions.

How effective was the workflow between your team
and theirs?

Excellent

What did you find most impressive or unique about
this company?

Great prioritization

Are there any areas for improvement or something
they could have done differently?

Not that I can think of.

info@vumetric.com

1-877-805-7475

www.vumetric.com

Vumetric Cybersecurity
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